Mirrorless top models Fujifilm X-T4 and Olympus OM-D E-M1 Mark III under test

Exhibition: Fujifilm’s X-T4 and Olympus’ E-M1 III show where the mirrorless system cameras currently stand. We not only examine the image quality, but also highlight their special skills.

Big tripod test in the magazine

There is hardly any accessory that photographers need more often than a tripod. So it can make sense to invest several hundred euros for it. c’t Fotografie tested tripods including tripod heads over 500 euros for their strengths and weaknesses.

Lenses for the Nikon Z System

It took a long time until Nikon also offered a mirrorless camera system for ambitious photographers. After less than two years on the market, photographers now have access to an extensive lens portfolio. We took a look at the lenses for the full format cameras Z 6 and Z 7 in laboratory and practice.

Large format murals

Murals are still trendy - whether as a gift or for your own four walls. Photo service providers therefore offer various materials and printing techniques, even in large formats. We looked at which ones are available, asked the manufacturers what is particularly popular, which type of printing is suitable for what and tried out how the pictures can be mounted on the wall.

Image processing: Transformations

Scaling or distorting photos in image editing is not difficult. But if you want to correct the perspective of a building or expand an image format without changing the content, it quickly becomes complicated. This workshop shows how such tasks can be easily accomplished.